The Faculty

as of September 1999

President; Professor of Social Sciences

Herman A. Berliner, B.A., 1965, City College; Ph.D., 1970, CUNY
Provost and Dean of Faculties; Professor of Economics; Laurence Herbert Distinguished Professor

Bernard J. Firestone, B.A., 1970, Yeshiva; M.Phil., 1979; Ph.D., 1979, CUNY
Dean of Hofstra College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Professor of Political Science; Holston Distinguished Professor in the Liberal Arts and Sciences

Dean of New College; Dean, School for University Studies; Associate Professor of Art History

Dean of the School of Education and Allied Human Services

Interim Dean of the School of Communication; Professor, Department of Audio/Video/Film

Dean of the Frank G. Zarb School of Business; Professor of Accounting; Chaykin Endowed Chair in Accounting

Stuart Rabinowitz, B.A., 1966, CUNY at City; J.D., 1969, Columbia
Dean of the School of Law; Andrew M. Boas and Mark L. Claster Distinguished Professor of Civil Procedure

At the time of publication, degree designations were not available for all members of the faculty.

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Literary Studies

Assistant Professor of Audio/Video/Film

Adjunct Instructor in English

Adamski, M. Patricia, B.A., 1971, Wisconsin; J.D., 1974, Virginia
Professor of Law; Adolph J. and Dorothy R. Eckhardt Distinguished Professor of Corporate Law

Adjunct Professor of Drama

Adjunct Special Professor of Law

Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Professor of Law; Max Schmertz Distinguished Professor

Agnone, Anthony N., M.S., 1963; M.S., 1967; Ph.D., 1973, Polytechnic
Associate Professor of Engineering

Adjunct Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching
Akawie, Molly, B.A.Ed., 1962; M.S.Ed., 1968, Queens
   Adjunct Instructor in Reading

Abkik, Safwan, B.S., 1980, Damascus, Syria; M.S., 1984; Ph.D.,
   1988, New York
   Associate Professor of Mathematics

Akin-Little, Karen Angeleque, B.A., 1987, San Francisco State;
   M.A., 1977; Ph.D., 1999, U. of S. Mississippi
   Special Assistant Professor of Psychology

   Toronto
   Professor of Sociology

Alberts, Carol L., B.S., 1974, Northeastern; M.S., 1976, Pennsyl-
   vania State; Ed.D., 1985, St. John’s
   Adjunct Associate Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Alexandro, Michael J., B.M.E., 1983, Georgia Inst. of Technology;
   M.B.A., 1985, U. of Pennsylvania
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Business Computer Information Systems
   and Quantitative Methods

Alexander, Lisa, B.M., 1985, Peabody Conservatory; M.M.A.,
   1992, Queens Coll.
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Alexandru, Florica, B.A., 1982, Inst. of Physical Education and
   Sport; M.A., 1996, Adelphi
   Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Allison, Ronald, B.S., 1955, SUNY at Oswego; M.S., 1960,
   Hofstra; M.S., 1967, Adelphi; Ph.D., 1978, New York
   Adjunct Professor of Mathematics

Almirall, Jean H., B.A., 1955, Queens; M.S., 1968, Hofstra; Cert.,
   1979, C.W. Post
   Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Altenberg, Evelyn, Ph.D., 1981, CUNY
   Adjunct Associate Professor in New College

Alter, Iska, B.A., 1963, CCNY; M.A., 1964, Wisconsin; Ph.D., 1977,
   New York
   Associate Professor of English

Alvarez, Ronald J., B.C.E., 1957, Manhattan; M.S. in C.E., 1960;
   P.E., 1961, Washington; P.E., 1962, New York State; Ph.D.,
   Professor of Engineering; Director of Continuing Engineering Educa-
   tion

   Adjunct Associate Professor of English

   Ph.D., 1986, New York
   Associate Professor of Biology

Anson-Cartwright, Mark, B.A.M., 1991, U. of Toronto; Ph.D.,
   1998, CUNY
   Assistant Professor of Music

   Coll.; CAS, 1994, Hofstra
   Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and
   Rehabilitation

   Adjunct Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

   Adjunct Instructor in English

Araki, Suguru, B.S., 1974; M.S., 1977, U. of Tokyo; M.S., 1982, U.
   of California at San Diego; Ph.D., 1985, Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.
   Assistant Professor of Physics

Aranda, Roy, B.A., 1972, Queens
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

   U. of Michigan
   Assistant Professor of Sociology

Archer, Philip D., M.S., 1968, SUNY at Buffalo; Cert., 1971, SUNY
   at Albany
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Educa-
   tion, and Rehabilitation

   Adjunct Instructor in New College

   Adjunct Instructor in Romance Languages and Literatures

   Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Armstrong, Ivan D., B.S., 1976; M.B.A., 1977, San Jose State; CPA,
   1991, New York State
   Adjunct Instructor in Accounting/Business Law

Arndt, Joan M., B.A., 1955, Hunter
   Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics

Aronson, Amy B., B.A., 1985, Princeton; M.A., 1989; Ph.D., 1996,
   Columbia
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Spanish

Ash, Paul, B.A., 1946, Brooklyn; M.A., 1951, Columbia
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Spanish

   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Banking and Finance

   Adjunct Instructor in Speech-Language/Hearing Sciences

Attrivissimo, Donna, B.A., 1990, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.A., 1991,
   Hofstra
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

   Stony Brook; M.S.W., 1984, Adelphi
   Professor of Marriage and Family Therapy

Avery, Bruce, B.A., 1977, Northeastern; M.A., 1985, Emerson
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Communication

Babazadeh, Amir David, B.A., 1977, U. of Texas; M.S., 1981,
   Polytechnic Inst.
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Engineering

Backhaus, Frederick, B.M., 1974, Lawrence U.; M.M., 1976,
   Eastman School of Music
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Bales, Gioia P., B.S., 1979, Syracuse; M.B.A., 1986, Hofstra
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Banking and Finance

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Banks, Vita E., B.S., 1971, St. Johns; M.A., 1976, Adelphi
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Barak, Benny, B.S., 1972, California State U.; M.B.A., 1973, Baruch; Ph.D., 1979, CUNY
Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Instructor in English

Professor of Library Services

Adjunct Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Assistant Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Becker, Howard, B.S., 1966; M.S., 1971, City U.
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Becker, Robin K.
Assistant Professor of Dance

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Beilinson, Martin, B.S., 1954, City Coll.; M.B.A., 1961, Baruch
Adjunct Associate Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Professor of English; New College

Assistant Professor of Geology

Berg, Seymour, B.S., 1959; M.S., 1961; Ph.D., 1970, Adelphi
Adjunct Professor of Mathematics

Adjunct Instructor in Philosophy

Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching
Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages

Professor of Marketing and International Business; Walter H. “Bud” Miller Distinguished Professor of Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Berman, Felix, B.A., 1953; M.S., 1957, CCNY  
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Instructor in History

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physics

Biederman, James, B.A., 1969, SUNY at New Paltz; M.F.A., 1973, Yale  
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Associate Professor of Banking and Finance

Blackman, Jay W., B.S., 1968, Syracuse; M.S., 1974, Adelphi  
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Associate Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Journalism/Mass Media Studies

Blixt, Kathleen, B.S., 1967, Hofstra; M.Mus., 1978, SUNY at Stony Brook  
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Associate Professor of Management and General Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Bloom, Ronald L., B.S., 1976, SUNY at Buffalo; M.A., 1977, Maine; Ph.D., 1990, CUNY  
Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Adjunct Associate Professor of Administration and Policy Studies and Reading

Bloomgarden, Joan, B.A., 1958, Queens; M.A., 1979, Hofstra  
Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Associate Professor of Natural Science

Assistant Professor of Physics

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Bogard, Cynthia J., B.Sc., 1978, U. of Wisconsin; M.S.W., 1991; Women’s Studies Cert., 1992; M.A., 1993; Ph.D., 1995, SUNY at Stony Brook  
Assistant Professor of Sociology/Anthropology

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Bogart, Betty Roth, B.A., 1959; M.S., 1962, Queens Coll.  
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Boghannon, Barbara, B.S., 1975, C.W. Post; M.S., 1977; Ph.D., 1986, Adelphi  
Associate Professor of Mathematics; Associate Dean, Hofstra College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Instructor in Political Science

Professor of Music

Borden, Gwendolyn, B.A., 1952, Hofstra; M.A., 1953, U. of Michigan; M.S.W., 1979, Adelphi  
Adjunct Professor in New College

Borowsky, Betty M., B.S., 1964; M.A., 1969, Queens; Ph.D., 1978, CUNY  
Adjunct Associate Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Bory, Steven J., B.S., 1979, C.W. Post; M.A., 1987, New School for Social Research  
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Bosch, Janine, B.A., 1995, Hofstra  
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching
Assistant Professor of Political Science

Assistant Professor of Business Computer Information Systems

Bosh, Amanda S., B.S., 1987; Ph.D., 1994, Massachusetts Inst. of Technology
Assistant Professor of Physics

Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Bozek, Carol J., B.A., 1963; M.S., 1968, Hunter
Adjunct Associate Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Associate Professor of Chemistry

Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of English

Brandenberger, Stormy, B.A., 1975, Hofstra
Associate Professor of Dance

Adjunct Associate Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures

Braun, Aaron, B.A., 1987; M.A., 1990; Ph.D., 1998, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Anthropology

Brock, Michelle A., B.S., 1997, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Brockway, Robert E., B.S., 1946, Hofstra
Adjunct Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Associate Professor of Management and General Business; Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Brogger, Erik, B.A., 1973, Minnesota
Associate Professor of English

Brower, Robert, B.A., 1966, Rutgers; M.Div., 1972, Lutheran Seminary
Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Legal Writing Instructor in the Law School

Professor of English

Bubenas, Joseph W., B.S., 1970; M.S., 1973, Florida State
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Anthropology

Buck, Cathy C., B.A., 1976, Adelphi
Adjunct Professor of Dance

Adjunct Instructor in Political Science

Associate Professor of Management and General Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Anthropology

Bumcrot, Robert J., B.S., 1959; M.S., 1960, Chicago; Ph.D., 1962, Missouri
Professor of Mathematics

Assistant Professor of Political Science

Professor of Engineering

Instructor in Library Services

Burke Jr., Alexander J., B.A., 1953, Holy Cross; M.A., 1956, Fordham
Professor of English

Burke, Gina, B.S., 1991, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Instructor in Accounting and Business Law

Burke, Jeanne M., A.B., 1951, Regis; M.L.S., 1984, Palmer Graduate Library School of Long Island
Adjunct Instructor in Library Services
Burke, Margaret G., B.A., 1990, Hofstra; M.L.S., 1993, Queens
Adjoint Instructor in Library Services

Assistant Professor of Biology

Busch, Ronald E., B.A., 1976, Queens; M.A., 1980, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in New College

Professor of Law; Harry H. Rains Distinguished Professor of Arbitration and Alternative Dispute Settlement Law

Professor of Spanish

Adjunct Instructor in Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Instructor in Library Services

Adjunct Associate Professor of Finance

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Callanan, Bernadette O., B.S., 1971, St. John’s; M.S., 1975, Queens
Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Special Assistant Professor of Banking and Finance

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Romance Languages and Literatures

Associate Professor of Spanish

Adjunct Instructor in English

Cappa, Linda K., B.A., 1963, Queens; M.S. Ed., 1972, St. John’s
Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Cappadona, James, B.A., 1977; M.A., 1990, C.W. Post
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Caprioglio, Joseph, B.A., 1974; M.A., 1978, Stony Brook
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physics

Associate Professor of Engineering

Adjunct Instructor in English

Carlin, Glenn, B.A., 1988, U. at Albany; B.S., 1990, SUNY
Adjunct Instructor in Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Adjunct Professor of Law

Adjunct Instructor in English

Assistant Professor of Music

Assistant Professor of Psychology

Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Cassidy, David C., B.A., 1967; M.S., 1970, Rutgers; Ph.D., 1976, Purdue
Professor of Natural Science

Castello, Rose C., B.A., 1973; M.A., 1990, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Instructor in Administration and Policy Studies

Castrataro, Nicholas A., B.S., 1959; M.S., 1960, Brooklyn
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Catterson, Pat A., B.A., 1968, Northwestern U.
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Dance

Cavanaugh, John T., B.S., 1978; M.S. Ed., 1980, C.W.Post
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Professor of Philosophy

Professor of Library Services

Associate Professor of Fine Arts

Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Special Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Charlow, Robin D., A.B., 1971, Vassar; J.D., 1981, Cornell Associate Professor of Law


Charnow, Sally D., B.A., 1982; M.A., 1988, Ph.D., 1999, New York U. Assistant Professor of History

Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Instructor in New College

Adjunct Instructor in Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Chiu, David J., B.A., 1961; M.A., 1965, National Chengchi University Assistant Professor of Chinese

Christensen, Paul P., B.S., 1967, Utah State; M.S., 1971; Ph.D., 1976, Wisconsin Associate Professor of Economics

Cimino, Peter J., B.S., 1960, Pennsylvania State U.
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sports Sciences, and Physical Education


Cohen, Anna W., B.S., 1975; M.Ph., 1979; Ph.D., 1980, CCNY Adjunct Assistant Professor of Chemistry


Cohen, George M., A.B., 1955; A.M., 1958, Harvard; Ph.D., 1962, Boston Professor of Art History and Humanities


Cohen, Lynn E., B.A., 1972, Syracuse; M.A., 1984, Long Island U. Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Cohen, Michael, B.A., 1971, Pennsylvania State; M.A., 1975, Hofstra Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mathematics


Cohen, Roberta, B.A., 1972, Queens; M.A., 1973, Hofstra Adjunct Assistant Professor of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences


Cohn, Alfred, A.B., 1958, Harvard; Ph.D., 1964, New York Professor of Psychology; Teaching Fellow in New College

Cole, Michael, B.S., 1989, Hofstra; M.A., 1992; Ph.D., 1996, U. of Chicago Assistant Professor of Mathematics


Collins, Marianne, A.A., 1988, Nassau CC Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sports Sciences, and Physical Education


Conigliaro, Valerie, B.A., 1992, Gonzaga U. Adjunct Instructor in Computer Science

Conti, John V., B.A., 1961, Queens; Ph.D., 1988, Pacific Western U. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Conway, Kathleen, B.A., 1959, St. Joseph; M.S., 1966, Hofstra; M.S., 1973, SUNY at Stony Brook; C.A.S., 1990; Ed.D., 1994, Hofstra Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Conway, Vincent J., B.A., 1967; M.B.A., 1972; A.P.C., 1987, St. John’s Adjunct Assistant Professor of Banking and Finance
  Associate Professor of Drama

  Special Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Management and General Business

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

  Adjunct Professor of English

  Special Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Management and General Business

  Adjunct Professor of English

  Professor of Psychology; Chairperson, Senate Executive Committee

Cornfield, Ellen, A.B., 1971, U. of California
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

  Special Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Cosares, Steven T., B.S., 1982, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.S., 1984; Ph.D., 1988, U. of California at Berkeley
  Adjunct Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Costenoble, Steven R., B.S., 1981, Massachusetts Inst. of Technology; M.S., 1982; Ph.D., 1985, Chicago
  Professor of Mathematics; Chairperson, Senate Executive Committee

Cousin, G. Thomas, B.A., 1968, Dartmouth; Ph.D., 1977, Brown
  Professor of English

  Associate Professor of Psychology

  Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

  Adjunct Instructor in Health Professions and Family Studies

  Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

  Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Cullen, Susan, B.S., 1981; M.A., 1984, Adelphi
  Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

  Adjunct Instructor in Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Computer Science

  Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages

Dahir, Carol A., B.A., 1971; M.A., 1972, SUNY at Stony Brook; P.D., 1986, C.W.Post
  Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

  Adjunct Instructor in English

D'Amelia, Ronald P., B.S., 1965, City College; M.S., 1967; Ph.D., 1978, Adelphi
  Adjunct Associate Professor of Chemistry

Damelin, Nancy L., B.S., 1968, Boston U.; M.S., 1980, Hofstra
  Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Dandridge, III, Manning H., B.A., 1978; M.A., 1979, SUNY at Stony Brook
  Adjunct Instructor in English

David, Peter C., B.S., 1979, Charleston; M.S., 1982, U. of Maryland; Ph.D., 1986, U. of Maine
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biology

  Assistant Professor of Sociology

  Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of Philosophy

  Professor of Spanish

  Special Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

  Assistant Professor of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

  Legal Writing Instructor in the Law School

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Deans, Glenn N., B.S., 1972, NYU; M.B.A., 1990, Pace
  Adjunct Instructor in Accounting/Business Law

DeCarbo, Elizabeth A., B.S., 1988, U. of Kansas
  Adjunct Instructor in Journalism and Mass Media Studies

DeCarlo, John A., 1979, Brandeis; M.Div., 1983, Union Theological Seminary
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

  Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching
DeFreitas, Gregory E., B.A., 1971, Stanford; M.A., 1975; M.Phil., 1978; Ph.D., 1979, Columbia
  Professor of Economics

  Adjunct Instructor in History

  Professor, School of Communication, Department of Audio/Video/Film; Interim Dean, School of Communication

  Associate Professor of Physics

  Associate Professor and Chairperson, School of Communication, Department of Audio/Video/Film

DelGiodice, Thomas C., B.A., 1979, SUNY at Old Westbury; Ph.D., 1991, U. of Massachusetts at Amherst
  Adjunct Associate Professor of Economics/Geography

  Adjunct Instructor in the English Language Program

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

  Adjunct Associate Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

  Adjunct Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages Department

Demetriou, Homer J., B.S., 1961; M.S., 1970, Adelphi
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mathematics

DeMotta, Linda, B.A., 1983, St. Joseph’s; M.S., 1988, C.W.Post
  Adjunct Instructor in New College

Desbonnet, Aline C., A.B., 1947, Columbia
  Adjunct Instructor in French

Deutsch, Herbert A., B.S. in Ed., 1956, Hofstra; B.Mus., 1960; M.Mus., 1961, Manhattan School of Music
  Professor and Chairperson, Department of Music

Devine, Daniel R., M.F.A., 1988, Bard
  Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

  Professor of Law

DiGicco, Darlene L., B.A., 1985, Queens Coll., M.B.A., 1992, St. John’s University
  Adjunct Instructor in Banking and Finance

  Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Dickstein, Sheryl L., B.A., 1988, Hofstra; M.A., 1991, Queens
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Geology

  Associate Professor of Law

  Professor of English

  Adjunct Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

  Associate Professor of Psychology

  Assistant Professor of Romance Languages

D’Innocenzo, Michael, B.A., 1957, Union; M.A., 1959, Columbia
  Professor of History; Henry W. Wachtel Distinguished Teaching Professor

Ditchik, Carol, B.A., 1959, Antioch; M.S., 1975, Hofstra
  Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

  Professor Emeritus of Music

  Professor, School for University Studies

Dobrow, Vida L., B.A., 1957, Hunter
  Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

  Adjunct Assistant of Curriculum and Teaching

Dodson, Lillian Twardowicz
  Adjunct Associate Professor of Fine Arts
Drucker, Susan J., B.A., 1979, Queens; J.D., 1982, St. John’s; M.A., 1985, Queens
Associate Professor of Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Drummer, Carol J., B.A., 1964; M.S., 1966, Queens
Special Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Adjunct Professor of Hebrew and Jewish Studies

Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Assistant Professor of Economics

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Professor of Law

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Associate Professor of Physics

Edwards, Ralph, B.S., 1955, City Coll. of NY; M.S., 1954, U. of Illinois; Ed.D., 1959, Columbia U.
Adjunct Associate Professor of Health Professions and Family Studies

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Eisen, Audrey, B.A., 1972, Queens; M.A., 1975; Ph.D., 1976, CUNY
Associate Professor of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Professor of History

Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in English

Associate Professor of Law

Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Adjunct Instructor in Administration and Policy Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Library Services

Erb, Kenneth, B.A., 1961, Goshen; M.S., 1964; Ph.D., 1966, West Virginia
Associate Professor of Biology

Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Estrin, Morton
Adjunct Star Professor of Music

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Evans, Joel R., B.A., 1970, Queens; M.B.A., 1974, Baruch; Ph.D., 1975, CUNY
Professor of Marketing and International Business; RMI Distinguished Professor of Business

Adjunct Associate Professor of Marketing

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Fagin, Alane S., B.S., 1974, SUNY (London Center); M.S., 1981, U. of Pittsburgh
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Falk, David B., 1982, Clark; M.B.A., 1991, St. John’s
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Banking and Finance

Farid, Mamdouh I., B.S., 1961, Naval Academy, Egypt; Certificate of Advanced Chartering Problems, 1976; M.S., 1977, SUNY Maritime College; M.B.A., 1982; Ph.D., 1988, Baruch
Associate Professor of Management; Hofstra University Muslim Chaplain

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Economics

Federici, Silvia, Doctorate, 1965, Bologna; M.A., 1970; Ph.D., 1980, Buffalo
Associate Professor of Philosophy and Teaching Fellow in New College

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Associate Professor of Political Science

Felsten, Eveline, B.A., 1949, Hunter; M.A., 1950, Columbia
Associate Professor Emerita of French

Associate Professor of Fine Arts

Assistant Professor of Management and General Business
Associate Professor of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Instructor in English

Assistant Professor of Anthropology

Feuerstein, Sandra, B.S., 1966, U. of Vermont; J.D., 1979, Car- doza School of Law
Adjunct Special Professor of Law

Associate Professor of English

Filadelfo, Gary, B.A., 1977, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Music

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Special Associate Professor of Accounting and Business Law

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of Chemistry

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Firestone, Bernard J., B.A., 1970, Yeshiva; M.Phil., 1979; Ph.D., 1979, CUNY
Professor of Political Science, Dean, Hofstra College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Hofston Distinguished Professor in the Liberal Arts and Sciences

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Associate Professor of English

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Fixell, Maria, B.A., 1969, C.W. Post
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Italian

Assistant Professor of English

Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Adjunct Instructor in English

Fleischacker, David, B.A., 1956, Long Island U.; M.A., 1990, City Coll. of NY
Adjunct Associate Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Associate Professor and Chairperson, School of Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Fletcher, Carol T., B.A., 1976, Yale; M.A., 1978, U. of Calif. at Berkeley
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Fleistine, Dan, B.A., 1966; M.A., 1969, Brooklyn
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Adjunct Instructor in English

Assistant Professor of Reading; Director of the Reading/Writing Learning Institute

Flynn, David M., B. A., 1973; M.B.A., 1974; Ph.D., 1979, U. of Massachusetts, Amherst
Professor of Management and General Business

Adjunct Instructor in English

Fonfeder, Robert, B.S., 1970, Brooklyn; M.B.A., 1971, Baruch; M. Phil., 1979; Ph.D., 1980, CUNY; CPA, 1980, New York State Professor of Accounting

Adjunct Associate Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Forman, Andrew M., B.A., 1977, SUNY at Albany; Ph.D., 1985, U. of Tennessee
Associate Professor of Marketing and International Business

Forshberg, Charles, B.S.M.E., 1966, Polytechnic Inst.; M.S.M.E., 1967; M. Phil., 1975; Ph.D., 1976, Columbia; P.E., New York State
Associate Professor of Engineering

Frank, Linda M., B.S.Ed., 1962; M.S.Ed., 1964, St. John’s
Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Assistant Professor of Audio/Video/Film
Adjunct Instructor in Administration and Policy Studies

Professor of Law

Professor of Law; Howard Lichtenstein Distinguished Professor of Legal Ethics

Professor of Law; Howard Lichtenstein Distinguished Professor of Legal Ethics

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Assistant Professor of English; Teaching Fellow in New College

Friedlander, Terri P., B.S., 1980, New York Inst. of Technology 
Adjunct Instructor in Computer Science

Adjunct Associate Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Professor of Law; Joseph Kushner Distinguished Professor of Civil Liberties Law

Friedman, Michele, B.A., 1967, Goucher; M.A., 1969, Virginia 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Friedman, Steven M., B.A., 1968, Worcester Polytech; M.S., 1974, Roth 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Friedman, Steven H., B.S., 1985, Brooklyn; M.S., 1988, U. of North Texas; Ph.D., 1992, U. of North Carolina 
Associate Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Fuchs, Joanne, B.A., 1971; M.A., 1974, Queens; Ph.D., 1977, CUNY 
Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages; Associate Dean, Hofstra College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Fuchs, Jerome H., B.S., 1950; M.B.A., 1951, Syracuse 
Adjunct Professor of Management and General Business

Adjunct Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Adjunct Associate Professor of English

Fullerton, Graeme J., B.M., 1992, U. of British Columbia 
Adjunct Instructor in Music

Funk, Sherry, B.S., 1958, Brooklyn, M.A., 1979, Adelphi 
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Gable, John, B.A., 1965, Kenyon; Ph.D., 1972, Brown 
Adjunct Professor in New College

Gadd, Jeffrey S., B.A., 1985, Hofstra; M.A., 1987; Ph.D., 1992, SUNY at Stony Brook 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of History

Adjunct Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Professor of Law

Gao, Li-Lian, B.S., 1983, Shanghai Institute of Mechanical Engineering, China; M.B.A., 1986; Ph.D., 1989, Indiana 
Associate Professor of Management and General Business

Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Associate Professor of Foundations, Leadership and Policy Studies
  Adjunct Professor of Marketing and International Business

Garuthara, Rohana, B.Sc., 1972, Ceylon, Sri Lanka; Ph.D., 1986, CUNY
  Associate Professor of Physics

  Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Garvey, Sean M.
  Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

  Adjunct Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

  Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Gempp, Brian, B.A., 1994, Villanova; M.A., 1996, SUNY at Stony Brook
  Adjunct Instructor in English

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

  Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

  Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

  Assistant Professor of Communication, Department of Audio/Video/Film

Gevint, Gail E., B.A., 1977; Teaching Cert., 1977, Tel Aviv; M.A., 1990, Columbia
  Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

  Associate Professor Emeritus of English

Ghorayeb, Sleiman, B.S., 1983; M.S., 1986; M.S., 1988; Ph.D., 1992, Iowa State U.
  Assistant Professor of Engineering

Giannattasio, Gerard E., A.B., 1968, Brown; M.A., 1975, Hofstra; M.S.L.S., 1976, Case Western Reserve; J.D., 1979, Yeshiva; Ph.D., 1994, SUNY at Stony Brook
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of History

Giannone, Luigi, Dipl., 1959, Universita di Perugia, Italy; B.S., 1965, Columbia; M.A., 1967; Ph.D., 1979, New York
  Associate Professor Emeritus of Italian

  Assistant Professor of Drama

  Associate Professor of Psychology

  Assistant Professor of Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

  Professor of Law; Riskin, Reuller & Kremer Distinguished Professor of Environmental Law

Gioia, Rosalia E., B.A., 1953; M.A., 1956, Hunter; M.S., 1969, Hofstra
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Glasner, Herman, B.A., 1943, Brooklyn; Ph.D., 1950, Johns Hopkins
  Professor Emeritus of Physics

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Glotzer, Barry, B.A., 1965; M.A., 1966, Brooklyn
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Computer Science

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Philosophy

  Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

  Professor of Philosophy

  Adjunct Instructor in Finance

  Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

  Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

  Adjunct Professor of Music

Goldstein, Jean, Dipl., 1995, Curtis Inst. of Music
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Goldstein, Stanley P., B.S., 1949, Oklahoma; M.S., 1956, New York; Ph.D., 1969, Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn
  Professor Emeritus of Engineering

  Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching
Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Gonzalez-Dolginko, Elizabeth, B.F.A., 1974, Coll. of New Rochelle; M.P.S., 1976, Pratt
Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Assistant Professor of Literacy Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Goodstone, Michael S., B.B.S., 1983, Syracuse; Ph.D., 1989, Hofstra
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Executive-in-Residence for Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Professor of Foundations of Education; Teaching Fellow in New College

Graber, Andrew H., B.S., 1982, SUNY at Binghamton
Adjunct Instructor in Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Adjunct Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Adjunct Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages

Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics

Greene, Robert W.
Professor of Communication, Department of Journalism and Mass Media Studies; The Lawrence Stessin Distinguished Professor of Journalism

Greenwell, Raymond N., B.A., 1974, U. of San Diego; M.S., 1976; M.S., 1979; Ph.D., 1979, Michigan State
Professor of Mathematics

Professor of Law; Sidney and Walter Siben Distinguished Professor of Family Law and Torts

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in New College

Grif, Sonia, B.A., 1957, Hofstra
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Professor of Banking and Finance

Grosskopf, Christopher J., B.S., 1993, York Coll. of Pennsylvania; M.S., California U. of Pennsylvania
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Professor of Elementary and Early Childhood Education; Teaching Fellow in New College

Associate Professor of Law

Associate Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Gullen, Walter P., B.A., 1971; M.A., 1972, City
Adjunct Instructor in English

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Professor of Economics

Haber, Sonja B., B.A., 1972, SUNY at Binghamton; M.A., 1975; Ph.D., 1976, Miami U.
Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology

Hafner, Harry, B.A., 1956; M.S., 1957, Cl Parhon U., Romania; Ph.D., 1972, Bolyai U., Romania
Adjunct Associate Professor of Physics

Assistant Professor of Library Services

Adjunct Associate Professor of Engineering; Director of Freshman Engineering

Hall, Robert L., B.A., 1964, Swarthmore; Ph.D., 1969, U. of Chicago
Associate Professor of Chemistry and Teaching Fellow in New College

Halliday, Nancy, B.S., 1973, Philadelphia College of Bible; M.S., 1975, Arizona State; Ph.D., 1992, Temple
Associate Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Halper, Emanuel B., B.A., 1954, CUNY; J.D., 1957, Columbia
Adjunct Instructor in Law

Hamian, Khosrow, B.S., 1977, U. of Isfahan, Iran; M.A., 1981; M.S., 1983, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Handler, Lisa, B.A., 1985, U. of Vermont; M.A., 1993, SUNY at Stony Brook
Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Hanley, Jason J., B.A., 1995; M.A., 1995, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Instructor in Music

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Hao, Zhongjun, Bacc., 1970, Tsinghua U., China; Ph.D., 1988, U. of Texas at Dallas
Associate Professor; C.V. Starr Chair in International Business

Adjunct Instructor in English

Special Assistant Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Harper, Paul F., B.A., 1960, Pittsburgh; Ph.D., 1969, Cornell
Professor Emeritus of Political Science

Harris, Richard C., A.B., 1967; M.A., 1968; Ph.D., 1974, U. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Adjunct Professor of English

Harris Robert C., B.A., 1974, SUNY at Stony Brook; J.D., 1978, New York U.
Adjunct Professor of Law

Harrison, Russell T., B.A., 1967, CCNY/CUNY; M.A., 1976, SUNY at Binghamton; Ph.D., 1983, SUNY at Buffalo
Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Adjunct Professor of English

Harvey-Salaam, Dyane M.
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Professor of Mathematics; Chairperson, Department of Physics

Hawkey, Richard J., B.A., 1949, St. John’s; M.A., 1975, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Instructor in English

Assistant Professor of Comparative Literatures and Languages

Healey-Salam, Dyane M.
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching
Hedstrom, Lars, B.S., 1974, Nebraska; M.C.A., 1982, New York Inst. of Technology
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Associate Professor of Spanish

Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Hennessey, Sheila, B.A., 1997, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Biology

Assistant Professor of Literacy Studies

Legal Writing Instructor in the Law School

Instructor in School for University Studies

Herman, Andrew, B.S., 1970, Indiana State; M.A., 1972, Adelphi; P.D., 1982, C.W. Post
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Anthropology

Assistant Professor in New College

Adjunct Instructor in Romance Languages and Literatures

Hertz, Seth H., B.A., 1978; M.S., 1984, Syracuse
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Professor of Music

Heurmann, Patricia
Adjunct Professor of Music

Hey, Damian W., B.A., 1991, Columbia; Ph.D., 1996, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Professor of Law

Higa, Teruyki, B.A., 1967, Ryukyu U.
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Associate Professor of Mathematics

Adjunct Instructor in Communication; Department of Audio/Video/Film; Training Coordinator

Professor of Fine Arts

Associate Professor of Political Science

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Hirsch, Martin B., 1946, Brooklyn; M.S., 1947, New York
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Adjunct Instructor in Philosophy

Hodnett, Mary P., B.A., 1956, St. John’s; M.S., 1957, Queens; Ph.D., 1971, St. John’s
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Professions and Family Studies

Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Hogan, John J., B.A., 1966; M.B.A., 1969, St. John’s
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Banking and Finance

Adjunct Instructor in Administration and Policy Studies

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Distinguished Professor of General Semantics
Holtzman, Mark P., B.B.A., 1988, Hofstra; Ph.D., 1997, U. of Texas
  Assistant Professor of Accounting

Hom, Edward, A.S., 1984, Nassau CC; B.S., 1987, Hofstra
  Adjunct Instructor in Computer Science

Homer, Christopher M., B.F.A., 1984; M.A., 1988, Adelphi
  Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Honig, Debra B., B.A., 1990, Union; J.D., 1993, Hofstra
  Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Honig, Gerald, B.S., 1962, SUNY at Oneonta; B.S., 1962, SUNY at Oneonta; M.A., 1970, Adelphi
  Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics

  Adjunct Associate Professor of Health Professions and Family Studies

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Huang, Qi, B.A., 1988, Fudan U., China; M.B.A., 1993, New York U.
  Special Assistant Professor of Banking and Finance

  Associate Professor of Banking and Finance

Hughes, Angela D., B.A., 1945, St. Joseph’s; M.A., 1947, Brown
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

  Adjunct Instructor in English

Hutcheson, Duncan C., B.A., 1977; M.A., 1979, SUNY at Stony Brook
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages

Hymowitz, David, B.A., 1985; M.S.W., 1987, SUNY at Stony Brook
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Professions and Family Studies

Iezzi, Frank, B.A., 1948, Queens; M.A., 1949; Ph.D., 1954, Wisconsin
  Professor Emeritus of Communication

Impagliazzo, John, B.S., 1964, St. John’s; M.S., 1966, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.S., 1978; Ph.D., 1983, Adelphi
  Professor of Computer Science

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Economics/Geography

  Professor of Fine Arts and Chairperson, Department of Fine Arts, Art History and Humanities

Ingles, Gregory A., B.A., 1995, Oberlin Conservatory
  Adjunct Instructor in Music

Ingui, Mary Jane, B.S., 1975; M.A., 1977, Adelphi; Ph.D., 1985, Lehigh
  Adjunct Associate Professor in New College

  Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Ippolito, Anna A., B.A., 1996; M.A., 1997, SUNY at Stony Brook
  Adjunct Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Israel, Steven D., B.S., 1979, Hofstra; B.S., 1984, Hunter
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Jackson, George D., A.B., 1951, Harvard; M.A., 1953; Ph.D., 1961, Columbia
  Professor Emeritus of History

Jacob, Bernard E., B.A., 1954, St. John’s, Annapolis; J.D., 1960, UC at Berkeley; M.A., 1979, New School
  Professor of Law; Alexander M. Bickel Distinguished Professor of Communication Law

  Adjunct Associate Professor of Accounting

Jaffe, Barbara E., B.A., 1964, C.W. Post; M.A., 1979, New School, Social Research
  Associate Professor of Fine Arts

James, William L., B.S., 1971, McGill, Montreal, Canada; M.S., 1974, Purdue; Ph.D., 1981, Krannert Graduate School of Management at Purdue
  Professor of Marketing and International Business

  Associate Professor of English

  Adjunct Instructor in English

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

  Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of French

  Associate Professor Emeritus of History

  Associate Professor Emeritus of Library Services

  Associate Professor of Engineering

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Chemistry

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of English
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Johnson, Craig A., B.A., 1985, Colgate; M.S., 1990; Ph.D., 1993, Syracuse
Associate Professor of Psychology

Associate Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Associate Professor Emeritus of Biology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Foundations, Leadership and Policy Studies

Jones, Richard C., B.S., 1979, Drexel
Assistant Professor of Accounting

Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Instructor in Finance

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Kachiga, Jean, M.A., 1992; Ph.D., 1998, U. of Frankfurt
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Political Science

Kahn, Scott Michael, B.A., 1997, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Biology

Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Senior Professor in New College

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Professor of Biology

Professor of Psychology

Kaplan, Janet E., B.A., 1979, Lehman; M.A., 1995, Sarah Lawrence
Adjunct Instructor in English

Kaplan, Jeanie D., B.S., 1962, M.S., 1972, Brooklyn
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Instructor in English

Associate Professor of Communication, Department of Audio/Video/Film

Adjunct Associate Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Adjunct Professor of Law

Instructor in Finance

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Karpe, Henry R., B.B.A., Baruch; M.S., 1972, U. of Wisconsin
Adjunct Associate Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Associate Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Kasmir, Sharryn, B.A., 1984, U. of Massachusetts; M.Phil, 1988, Hunter; Ph.D., 1983, CUNY
Assistant Professor of Anthropology

Kass, Irma F., B.S., 1951, Syracuse; M.S., 1972, Hofstra
Adjunct Associate Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Professor and Chairperson, Department of Psychology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Instructor in English

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Accounting/Business Law

Professor of Accounting; Chaykin Distinguished Teaching Professor of Accounting

Assistant Professor of Audio/Video/Film
Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Kaufman, Freya H., B.S., 1974, SUNY at Buffalo; M.A., 1977, Adelphi
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Associate Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics

Kavanagh, Clair, B.B.A., 1951, St. John’s; M.A., 1954, Columbia
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Professor of English

Keener, Frederick M., B.A., 1959, St. John's; M.A., 1960; Ph.D., 1965, Columbia
Professor of English

Adjunct Associate Professor of Fine Arts

Kirschenbaum, Lawrence, B.S., 1967, CUNY; M.S., 1972, Columbia; M.A., 1979, Brooklyn
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Library Services

Klaes, Shelly C., B.S., 1997, James Madison U.
Adjunct Instructor in Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Adjunct Instructor in Spanish

Professor of English

Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Adjunct Associate Professor of Fine Arts

Koscielniak, Lawrence, B.S., 1967, Columbia; M.S., 1972, Columbia; M.A., 1979, Brooklyn
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Library Services

Kraus, Howard, B.A., 1950, Adelphi
Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Professor of English

Klein, Harold A., B.A., 1949, LIU; M.S., 1952, Columbia
Adjunct Associate Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Professor of Law

Kline, David L., B.S., 1956, City; Ph.D., 1962, Massachusetts Inst. of Technology
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Associate Professor of Communication, Department of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Associate Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Professor of Drama

Adjunct Associate Professor of English

Professor of Educational Administration

Adjunct Instructor in Romance Languages and Literatures
Kozlov, Nicholas, B.A., 1976, American; Ph.D., 1988, New Hampshire
Associate Professor of Economics

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Assistant Professor in New College

Adjunct Instructor in Administration and Policy Studies

Krauze, Tadeusz K., M.A., 1955, Lodz, Poland; Ph.D., 1996, SUNY at Stony Brook
Professor of Sociology

Krein, Catherine C., B.S., 1960, Fordham; M.A., 1994, Queens Coll.
Associate Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Assistant Professor of Library Services

Associate Professor of Anthropology; Teaching Fellow in New College

Krieg, Joann, B.A., 1974; M.A., 1975, Hofstra; Ph.D., 1979, CUNY
Professor of English

Professor of Law

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Assistant Professor of History

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Krull, Steven B., B.S., 1977, Cornell; M.B.A., 1984, Hofstra; Ph.D., 1990, Baruch
Associate Professor of Banking and Finance

Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Kubinyak, Eric A., B.S., 1981, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Fine Arts

Adjunct Associate Professor of Audio/Video/Film

Kutscher Eugene B., B.A., 1968; M.A., 1972, Queens
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Associate Professor of Engineering

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Instructor in Literacy Studies

LaGrandeur, Kevin, B.A., 1979, U. of California at Davis; M.A., 1987; Ph.D., 1992, U. of California at Irvine
Assistant Professor of English

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Spanish

Associate Professor of Music

Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Instructor in Administration and Policy Studies

Lamb, Leslie Cheryl, B.S.Ed., 1993, SUNY at Empire State; M.A., 1995, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Lanagus, Andrew M., B.S., 1972, Rider U.; M.S., 1983, Pace U.
Adjunct Instructor in Accounting

Landis, Mark, B.A., 1966, CCNY; Ph.D., 1973, Columbia
Professor and Chairperson, Department of Political Science

Professor of Law; Eric J. Schmertz Distinguished Professor of Public Service and Public Law

Laraque, William Alain, B.A., 1969, St. John’s U.; M.S., 1976, U. of Southern California
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Larkin, Eugene M., B.S., 1993, C.W. Post
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Instructor in Marketing and International Business

Latzman, Gerald, B.A., 1966, Hunter Coll.; M.S., 1974, SUNY at Buffalo
Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics
Laudin, Riza A., B.A., 1973, Miami; M.S., 1975, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in English

Adjunct Assistant Professor of French

Adjunct Instructor in English

Professor of Management; Mel Weitz Distinguished Professor of Business

Lazow, Robert B., B.A., 1972, Emerson Coll.; M.S.W., 1975, Fordham; Dr.P.H., 1985, Columbia
Associate Professor of Health Professions and Family Studies

LeBlanc, Bernadette K., B.S., 1968, New York; M.S., 1975, Long Island
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Leboff, Irma, B.A., 1951, Queens; M.A., 1969, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Lechowicz, Joseph S., B.A., 1959, St. John’s; M.A., 1966, Fordham; Ph.D., 1974, Georgia
Associate Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Lederer, Barbara, B.S., 1978, Ithaca; M.S., 1980, Columbia
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Associate Professor of Marketing and International Business

Assistant Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Lichtenberger, Diane C., B.F.A., 1967, Juilliard
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Instructor in Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Light, Gerald
Executive-in-Residence for Marketing and International Business

Lima, Elvira S.
Special Associate Professor of Reading

Special Assistant Professor of Accounting
Lindgren, Claire K., B.A., 1968, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.A., 1970; M.Phil., 1973; Ph.D., 1976, Columbia
Associate Professor of Art History

Linehan, Laura, B.A., 1976, Marymount Manhattan; M.S., 1984, Queens
Adjunct Instructor in French

LiPera, Alexandra, B.A., 1978, SUNY at Oneonta; M.A., 1980, C.W. Post
Adjunct Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Reading

Lisi, Michelle J., B.S., 1989; M.S., 1991, Hofstra
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Audio/Video/Film

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Little, Steven G., B.S., 1976, Tulane U.; M.S., 1979, New Orleans; Ph.D., 1987, Tulane U.
Associate Professor of Psychology

Lloyd, David, B.S., 1964, Illinois, Urbana; Ph.D., 1969, UC at Berkeley
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Lobes, Robert L., A.B., 1967, Oberlin
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Adjunct Instructor in English

Lockhart, Paul T., M.A., 1986, UCLA; Ph.D., 1990, Columbia
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Loeb, Hortense, B.A., 1947, Adelphi
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Lofus, Thomas, B.A., 1962, St. John’s
Adjunct Instructor in New College

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Longmire, Linda B.A., 1972, UC at San Diego; M.A., 1988; Ph.D., 1988, CUNY
Associate Professor of Political Science and Teaching Fellow in New College

Looney, Joseph J., B.S., 1979, Queens; M.S., 1986, C.W. Post
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Accounting/Business Law

Adjunct Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Lorin, Harold, B.S., 1955, New York
Adjunct Senior Professor of Computer Science

Lorsch, Susan, B.A., 1972, SUNY at Stony Brook; A.M., 1975; Ph.D., 1977, Brown
Associate Professor of English

Assistant Professor of French

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physics

Ludwig, Michael J., B.S., 1976; M.S., 1981, SUNY at Cortland; Ph.D., 1994, Pennsylvania State
Assistant Professor of Health Professions and Family Studies

Adjunct Instructor in Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Adjunct Associate Professor of Mathematics

Lukaszewski, Angela B., 1969, Hofstra; M.A., 1973, Adelphi
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physics

Lyn, Esmeralda O., B.S., 1969, St. Theresa’s Coll., Philippines; M.B.A., 1972, St. John’s; Ph.D., 1982, Baruch
Professor and Chairperson, Department of Banking and Finance

Adjunct Instructor in Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Associate Professor of Business Law

Associate Professor of English

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Dance

Maggio, Francesco, B.S., 1994, Adelphi
Adjunct Instructor in Biology

Mahon, Malachy T., B.A., 1954, Manhattan; LL.B., 1960, Fordham
Professor of Law; Siggi B. Wilzig Distinguished Professor of Banking Law

Maier, Thomas B.A., 1978, Fordham; M.S., 1982, Columbia
Adjunct Associate Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Associate Professor of Banking and Finance

Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College
Adjunct Instructor in New College

Mandery, Mathew M., B.S., 1965; M.A., 1971, Brooklyn Coll.;
Ed.D., 1990, Fordham U.
Adjunct Associate Professor of Foundations, Leadership and Policy Studies

Adjunct Associate Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Assistant Professor of Accounting and Business Law

Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics

Mantell, Lin L., B.S., 1985, Beijing Medical U.; Ph.D., 1991, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Marchesi, Donatella, B.A., 1987, Queens
Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Professor Emeritus of History

Marcus, Russell, B.A., 1988, Swarthmore
Adjunct Instructor in Philosophy

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Adjunct Instructor in History

Mark, Philip, B.A., 1964; M.S., 1966; Ph.D., 1972, Adelphi
Adjunct Professor of Chemistry

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama

Adjunct Associate Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Markus, Julia, B.A., 1961; M.A., 1962, Boston; Ph.D., 1976, Maryland
Professor of English

Marsicovetere, Dominic A., B.A., 1969, Queens; GPA, 1972, New York State; M.B.A., 1973, Pace
Assistant Professor of Accounting

Martin, Brett, B.S., 1984; M.A., 1985, Northwestern U.; Ph.D., 1997, CUNY
Assistant Professor of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Associate Professor of Business Law

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Engineering

Mascia, John, B.A., 1983; M.A., 1985, Hofstra
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Adjunct Instructor in Physics

Professor of Art History and Humanities

Instructor in New College

Masrour, Mustapha, B.A., 1979, Mohamed 5, U. of Morocco; M.Ed., 1985, U. of Wales, United Kingdom
Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages; Director of the Foreign Language Laboratory

Massa, Nicholas, B.S., 1949; M.A., 1951; Ph.D., 1962, New York
Adjunct Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Instructor in Computer Science

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Dance

Associate Professor of Marketing and International Business; Associate Dean for Faculty Development, Zarb School of Business

Maurer, Susan S., B.S., 1986; M.S., 1988, Canisius
Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Assistant Professor of Audio/Video/Film

Mazzoleni, Roberto, M.A., 1990, U. of Sussex; Ph.D., 1994, Stanford U.
Assistant Professor of Economics/Geography

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Special Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Professor Emeritus of English

Adjunct Associate Professor of Business Law
   Assistant Professor of Reading
   Professor of Law
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching
McCourt, Robert P., A.B., 1950, Michigan; M.S., 1952; Ph.D., 1954, Ohio State
   Professor Emeritus of Biology
McCoy, Bernadette, B.S., 1949; M.A., 1956, Fordham; Ph.D., 1971, New York
   Adjunct Associate Professor of English
McDonald, Michael K., B.S., 1981, Boston; M.S., 1986, Hofstra
   Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation
   Adjunct Associate Professor of English
McGinn, Joyce R., M.A., 1972, Hofstra
   Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching
   Professor of English
   Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education
   Adjunct Associate Professor of Drama
   Professor Emerita of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation
   Associate Professor of English
McLaughlin, Donna, B.S., 1996, Hofstra
   Adjunct Instructor in Biology
   Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation
   Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business
   Professor of Spanish
   Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching
   Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching
   Associate Professor of Library Services
Melnkonian, Martin, B.A., 1956, City; M.A., 1964, New School for Social Research
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Economics
Meller, Paul J., B.A., 1982, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.A., 1984, Columbia; Ph.D., 1988, Syracuse
   Associate Professor of Psychology
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music
   Assistant Professor of Library Services
Mendesohn, Jay, B.A., 1953; M.S., 1960, Adelphi
   Associate Professor of Computer Science
Mendesohn, Laura E., B.A., 1986, U. of Hartford
   Adjunct Professor in the School for University Studies
Mendes, Rafaela, B.A., 1991, SUNY at Old Westbury; M.A., 1994, SUNY at Stony Brook
   Adjunct Instructor in Spanish
   Adjunct Professor of Law
Mercerian, Charles, B.S., 1972; M.A., 1977, CCNY; Ph.D., 1985, Columbia
   Professor of Geology
   Associate Professor of Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies
   Professor of Psychology
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Accounting
   Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages
Michaels, Aileen, B.S., 1968, CCNY; M.S., 1970; Ph.D., 1973, Stevens Inst. of Technology
   Associate Professor of Mathematics
   Adjunct Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies
Migdol, Donna, B.A., 1979, Oneonta; M.S., 1985, Hunter Coll.
   Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching
   Associate Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages
Associate Professor of Psychology

Associate Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Miller, Daisy, B.A., 1990, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in English

Miller, Daniel L., B.S., 1983; M.S., 1986; Ph.D., 1994, U. of Oregon
Assistant Professor of Audio/Video/Film

Miller, Helen E., B.A., 1990; M.A., 1994, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in English

Miller, Jackson B., B.S., 1994; M.A., 1994, Ohio U.; Ph.D., 1998, Southern Illinois U.; Assistant Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Miller, Solomon, B.S., 1949, Temple; Ph.D., 1964, Columbia
Adjunct Associate Professor of Anthropology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Mills, Sean J., B.A., 1990, Knox
Adjunct Instructor in New College

Mince, John, B.A., 1967, Stony Brook; M.S., 1970, C.W. Post; Ph.D., 1980, St. John’s
Adjunct Associate Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Associate Professor of Sociology; Teaching Fellow in New College

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Mitelman, Meir, B.A., 1968, Texas; M.S., 1976; M.S.W., 1982, Yeshiva
Adjunct Instructor in Judaica

Assistant Professor, Department of Rending

Professor of Economics

Assistant Professor of Banking and Finance

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Adjunct Instructor in Library Studies

Mondschein, Marcia R., A.B., 1959, Hunter; M.S., 1977, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Professor of Management

Montermuro, Silvia A., B.A., 1972; M.A., 1976, Queens
Adjunct Associate Professor of English

Special Assistant Professor of Audio/Video/Film

Adjunct Associate Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Moore, John C., A.B., 1955, Rockhurst; Ph.D., 1960, Johns Hopkins
Professor Emeritus of History

Associate Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Associate Professor of Biology

Special Assistant Professor of Communication, Department of Audio/Video/Film

Adjunct Instructor in Spanish

Professor of Psychology

Professor of Law

Mullen, Eloise, B.A., 1951, St. Joseph’s; M.A., 1955, Bryn Mawr
Professor of Spanish

Mullin, Eloise, B.A., 1951, St. Joseph’s; M.A., 1955, Bryn Mawr
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Professor of Audio/Video/Film
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biology

Murphy, Maureen O., B.S., 1962, SUNY at Cortland; M.A., 1968; Ph.D., 1970, Indiana U.
Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Murray, Ann, B.S., 1951, Notre Dame; M.A., 1955, Columbia
Adjunct Instructor in Reading

Assistant Professor of Anthropology

Professor Emeritus of Art History and Humanities

Professor and Chairperson, Department of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Associate Professor of English; Associate Dean, Hofstra College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Professor Emerita of English

Professor of Foundations of Education; Teaching Fellow in New College

Naymark, Aleksandr, M.A., 1982, Moscow U.
Instructor in Fine Arts

Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Instructor in Reading

Professor of Law

Neville, Diane, B.A., 1969, C.W. Post; M.S., 1975, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Nexon, Daniel A.B., 1995, Harvard
Adjunct Instructor in Political Science

Neziroglu, Fugen, B.A., 1974; M.A., 1976; Ph.D., 1977, Hofstra
Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology

Assistant Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Instructor in Library Services

Professor of Banking and Finance; Editor, Hofstra University Business Review

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physics

Adjunct Instructor in Science Education

Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Professor of Psychology

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

O’Dwyer, Terry F., B.S., 1960, Hofstra; Ph.D., 1967, Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn
Adjunct Professor of Physics

Ohr, Phyllis S., B.A., 1976, SUNY at Buffalo; M.A., 1979, Columbia; P.D., 1983; Ph.D., 1990, St. John’s
Associate Professor of Psychology

Associate Professor of Literary Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Sociology

Orr, William F., B.S., 1966, California Inst. of Technology; M.S., 1967; Ph.D., 1974, Wisconsin
Associate Professor of Mathematics; Teaching Fellow in New College

Ortof, Robert E., B.A., 1977, Queens
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education
Osterman, Karen F., B.A., 1967, Emmanuel; Ph.D., 1984, Washington Associates Professor and Chairperson, Department of Administration and Policy Studies

Ostheimer, Getchen, B.A., 1979, Wellesley Coll.; Ph.D., 1996, Rutgers U. Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Ostling, Edward G., B.A., 1964, St. John’s; M.S., 1966, Purdue; Ph.D., 1971, Lehigh Professor and Chairperson, Department of Mathematics


Pace, Darra A., B.S., 1971, Boston U.; M.S., 1975, Hofstra Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Packard, Rae M., B.A., 1973, Rosemont; M.S., 1996, C.W. Post Adjunct Instructor in Library Services


Palma, Giuseppina, B.A., 1984, Albertus Magnus; M.A., 1990; M.Phil., 1991, Yale Adjunct Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages

Palmer, Lorraine, B.A., 1951, Brooklyn; M.L.S., 1973, Palmer Graduate Library School of Long Island Assistant Professor of Library Services

Panetta, Janet Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance


Park, Soyoung, B.A., 1988, C.W. Post; M.Div., 1983, NY Theological Seminary Adjunct Instructor in Philosophy

Parker, Ellen A., B.A., 1955; M.A., 1964, Brooklyn; Ph.D., 1976, CUNY Professor Emerita, Department of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Parker, Heather, B.A., 1990; M.A., 1993; Ph.D., 1996, UCLA Assistant Professor of History

Parkoff, Linda S., B.A., 1965, SUNY at Albany; M.A., 1968, Northwestern Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Parvulescu, Adrian, M.A., 1966; Ph.D., 1976, U. of Bucharest Adjunct Associate Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages

Paskus, Robert, B.S., 1971; M.S., 1975, CUNY at City; M.B.A., 1982, Hofstra Adjunct Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods; Computer Science

Pastrana, Gabriel B., B.A., 1961, Santo Tomas; M.A., 1977, Georgetown U. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures

Paternostro, RoseMarie, B.S., 1961; M.S., 1963, SUNY at Cortland Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Patten, Lynn M., B.S.Ed., 1972, Hofstra; M.S.Ed., 1993 Dowling Adjunct Instructor in Reading

Paul, Hadassah, B.A., 1961, Hebrew U.; Ph.D., 1966, Wayne State Professor of Psychology


Payne, Anneliese, B.S., 1989; M.S., 1990, Eastern Illinois U.; Ph.D., 1997, Indiana State U. Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching; Acting Associate Dean of University Computing Facilities

Payne, Joyce, A.A., 1973, Nassau CC; B.A., 1975, Adelphi; M.S.L.S., 1977, Palmer Graduate Library School of Long Island; M.A., 1982, Hofstra Associate Professor of Library Services


Pelligrino, Vincent P., B.A., 1973, SUNY at Oswego; M.A., 1975; Ph.D., 1992, New York Adjunct Assistant Professor of Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Perego, Rosanna, B.A., 1982, Point Park; Ph.D., 1989, U. of Pennsylvania Associate Professor of Political Science

Peters, Harriet L., B.S., 1963; M.A., 1966, New York Associate Professor of Dance


Pillaipakkamnatt, Krishnan, B.E., 1989, Andhra U., India; Ph.D., 1995, Vanderbilt
  Assistant Professor of Computer Science

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

  Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

  Adjunct Associate Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Pirone, James J., Dipl., 1959, Juilliard
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

  Adjunct Instructor in English

  Adjunct Instructor in English

  Adjunct Instructor in Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

  Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Pomare, Eleo
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Porinchak, David D., B.S., 1953, Indiana State; M.Ed., 1955, Pennsylvania State
  Professor Emeritus of Fine Arts

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

  Adjunct Instructor in English

  Adjunct Professor of Engineering

  Adjunct Instructor in Political Science

  Associate Professor of French

  Adjunct Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

  Professor Emeritus of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Spanish

  Professor of English

  Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

  Assistant Professor of Engineering

  Adjunct Associate Professor of Fine Arts

  Assistant Professor of History

Quan, Weilun, B.S., 1970, Qinghua U., Beijing; M.S., 1981, S. China Inst. of Tech.; Ph.D., 1988, Case Western
  Adjunct Associate Professor of Engineering

Quattrucci, Samantha, B.A., 1995, Hofstra
  Adjunct Instructor in School for University Studies

  Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Quirk, Michael J., B.A., 1976; M.A., 1980; Ph.D., 1984, Fordham
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Quirk, Michael J., B.A., 1976; M.A., 1980; Ph.D., 1984, Fordham
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Philosophy

  Professor of Engineering

  Professor and Chairperson, Department of Geology

  Assistant Professor of Management and General Business
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Associate Professor of Banking and Finance

Raimo, Derreck, B.S., 1997, Long Island U.
Adjunct Instructor in Biology

Ramsey, Wayne T., B.A., 1974; M.A., 1981, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Instructor in Music

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Associate Professor of Engineering

Ratajczak, David C., B.M., 1980, Eastman School of Music
Adjunct Instructor in Music

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Management and General Business

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Assistant Professor of Drama

Raya, Eladia, M.A., 1994, Queens Coll.
Adjunct Instructor in Romance Languages and Literatures

Raymond, Beth J., B.S., 1963, Jackson; Ph.D., 1968, New York
Associate Professor Emerita of Psychology

Razzano, Pasquale, B.A., 1995, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Biology

Rear, Michael C., B.A., 1982, Hofstra; M.A., 1985, CUNY
Adjunct Instructor in Political Science

Adjunct Instructor in English

Reich-Shapiro, Mindi, B.A., 1980; M.S., 1995, Queens Coll.
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Reilly, Elizabeth T., B.A., 1952, D’Youville Coll.; M.A., 1955, Queens; M.S., 1979, C.W. Post
Adjunct Instructor in Reading

Reinford, Barbara, B.A., 1958, Carleton; A.M., 1959; M.Phil., 1977; Ph.D., 1979, Columbia
Adjunct Professor of History

Associate Professor of History

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Professor of Law; Benjamin Weintraub Distinguished Professor of Bankruptcy Law

Adjunct Associate Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Foundations, Leadership and Policy Studies

Riley, James E., A.A.S., 1962, Orange County C.C.; B.S., 1964, SUNY at Oneonta; M.Ed., 1967, Texas A & M
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Special Professor of Law

Rivera-Hurst, Irene, B.A., 1976, Hofstra; M.A., 1983, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Associate Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Roberson, Gloria Grant, B.S., 1981, Adelphi; M.L.S., 1984, Palmer Graduate Library School of Long Island; M.S., 1988, Adelphi
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Library Services

Robin, Michael, B.S., 1964, City; M.S., 1970, New York
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Assistant Professor of Music

Adjunct Professor of Geology

Rodrigue, Jean-Paul, B.S., 1989; M.Sc., 1991; Ph.D., 1994, U. of Montreal
Assistant Professor of Economics/Geography

Rodriguez, Mercedes, D.Phil., 1955, Havana; Ph.D., 1974, New York
Professor of Spanish

Romano, Jeffrey L., B.A., 1991, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in New College

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Romashko, III, John, B.A., 1995, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Biology

Adjunct Assistant Professor and Chairperson, Department of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Adjunct Instructor in Romance Languages

Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of Engineering

Rosati, Robert J., B.A., 1980, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.A., 1981; Ph.D., 1985, Hofstra
Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Rosen, Daniel, B.A., 1974; M.A., 1973, Queens
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Professor Emeritus of Management and General Business

Professor Emeritus of Political Science

Adjunct Instructor in Finance

Rosenfeld, Jeffrey P., A.B., 1968, Lafayette; M.A., 1970, Rutgers
Professor of Biology; Teaching Fellow in New College

Assistant Professor of Library Services

Rosman, Howard, B.A., 1951; M.A., 1952, SUNY at Albany; Ph.D., 1958, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry

Ross, Holli W., B.Mus., 1979, Mannes Coll. of Music
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Instructor in Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Professor in New College

Professor Emeritus of Management and General Business

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Professor and Chairperson, School of Communication, Department of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Associate Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Ryan, Martin, M.A., 1973; Ph.D., 1978, Johns Hopkins
Professor of English

Associate Professor of English

Ryan, Debra J., B.A., 1975, SUNY at Geneseo; M.S., 1978, C.W. Post
Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Ryan, Dennis, B.S., 1968, Harvey Mudd; M.S., 1972; M.Phil., 1974; Ph.D., 1977, Yale
Professor of Chemistry

Ryan, Jean G., B.S., 1967; M.Ed., 1972, Shippensburg; Cert., 1980, Millersville
Adjunct Instructor in Reading

Saab, Jorge, M.A., 1996, Queens Coll.
Adjunct Instructor in Romance Languages and Literatures

Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Adjunct Instructor in Spanish

Assistant Professor of Economics/Geography

Adjunct Professor of Biology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Assistant Professor of Computer Science
Salzinger, Kurt, A.B., 1951, NYU; A.M., 1952; Ph.D., 1954, Columbia
Professor of Psychology

Salzman, Michael J., B.M., 1983, Indiana; M.M., 1985, Mannes
Coll. of Music
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Assistant Professor of Spanish

Professor of Drama; Chairperson, Department of Drama and Dance

SanFilippo, Richard J., B.S., 1960, Juilliard; M.M., 1967, Manhattan School of Music
Adjunct Instructor in Music

Sanford, Christopher P.J., B.Sc., 1982, U. of London/Queen Mary College; Ph.D., 1988, U. of London/Birkbeck College
Associate Professor of Biology

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Sarabia, Teresa, B.A., 1975; M.A., 1978, Queens
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Spanish

Associate Professor of English

Satler, Gail R., B.A., 1972, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.A., 1976, Queens; Ph.D., 1985, CUNY
Associate Professor and Teaching Fellow in New College

Sawhney, Sabina, B.A., 1982; M.A., 1984; U. of Delhi, New Delhi; Ph.D., 1993, Bryn Mawr
Assistant Professor of English

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Scavelli, Cynthia, B.A., 1976, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.S., 1978, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in New College

Schäffel, Simon, B.S., 1948, CCNY; M.S., 1957, Rutgers; Ph.D., 1971, New York
Adjunct Professor of Geology

Assistant Professor of Accounting and Business Law

Schare, Mitchell L., B.A., 1978, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.A., 1982; Ph.D., 1985, SUNY at Binghamton
Associate Professor of Psychology

Schatz, Jack G., B.M., 1983, Queens; M.M., 1985, Juilliard
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Schell, Frances L., B.S., 1968, SUNY at Albany; M.S., 1974, Columbia U.; M.Ph., 1998, CUNY
Assistant Professor of Speech-Language Pathology

Professor of Law

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Schlegel, Susann P., B.S., 1965, Adelphi
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences and Physical Education

Adjunct Instructor in Chemistry

Adjunct Professor of Marketing and International Business

Schmelkin, Liora Pedhazur, B.A., 1971; M.A., 1974; Ph.D., 1979, New York
Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation; Distinguished Professor of Teaching Excellence

Professor Emeritus of Law

Adjunct Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Adjunct Instructor in Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Schottenfeld, Lorraine, B.A., 1949, Brooklyn; M.S., 1964, Adelphi; Ed.D., 1976, Teachers College, Columbia
Adjunct Associate Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Schuster, Leslie, B.A., 1966; M.A., 1968, Queens; Ph.D., 1979, CCNY
Adjunct Associate Professor of Political Science

Schwab, Gail M., B.A., 1972, Syracuse; M.A., 1974, Hunter; Ph.D., 1982, Bryn Mawr
Associate Professor of French and Chairperson, Department of Romance Languages and Literatures

Special Professor of Law

Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Associate Professor of Health Professions and Family Studies

Schwartz, Maria M., B.A., 1995; J.D., 1995, Hofstra
Special Professor of Law
Schwartzberg, Michael L., B.S., 1994, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Seagull, Robert W., B.Sc., 1973; M.Sc., 1975, University of Windsor; Ph.D., 1979, York
Associate Professor of Biology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Library Services

See, Joan, B.A., 1955, Hofstra
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Segev, Samuel, B.A., 1971, Tel-Aviv U.
Special Professor of Political Science

Adjunct Assistant Professor in the English Language Program

Adjunct Special Professor of Law

Selvin, Barbara, B.A., 1978, SUNY at Binghamton; M.S., 1983, Columbia U.
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Associate Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in English

Assistant Professor of Psychology

Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Sganga, Fred S., B.S., 1981, Hunter; M.P.H., 1984, Columbia
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Assistant Professor of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Engineering

Shaham, Meira, B.Sc., 1965; M.Sc., 1968; Ph.D., 1983, Hebrew, Israel
Assistant Professor of Biology

Shahan-Denning, Comila, B.A., 1983, St. Xavier’s, Bombay, India; M.A., 1986; Ph.D., 1988, Rice
Associate Professor of Psychology

Shakeshaft, Charol, B.A., 1972, Nebraska; M.S., 1978; Ph.D., 1979, Texas A & M
Professor, Department of Administration and Policy Studies

Adjunct Associate Professor of Biology

Shapiro, June A., 1956, Hunter; M.S. in Ed., 1964, Hofstra; Ph.D., 1979, Union
Adjunct Associate Professor of Elementary and Early Childhood Education

Shapiro, Terri C., B.A., 1986; M.A., 1988, Ph.D., 1994, Hofstra
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in English

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Professor of Marketing and International Business

Sherman-Lehman, Marilyn J., B.S., 1975, Hofstra U.; M.M., 1977, Manhattan School of Music
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Adjunct Instructor in Library Services

Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Associate Professor of Geology
Associate Professor of Library Services

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Management and General Business

Sigal, Ron, B.A., 1974, Columbia; M.S., 1980; Ph.D., 1983, NYU  
Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Silberger, Sylvia, B.A., 1992, SUNY at New Paltz  
Instructor in Mathematics

Professor of Business Computer Information Systems

Professor of Sociology; Chairperson, Department of Sociology and Anthropology

Adjunct Instructor in Administration and Policy Studies

Professor of Law; Peter S. Kalibow Distinguished Professor of Real Estate Law

Silverstone, Leo E., B.A., 1953; M.S., 1959, Columbia; M.S., 1967, Queens  
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Silverstone, Robert, B.S., 1962, SUNY at Stony Brook; M.S., 1966, Adelphi  
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Simmons, Randy K., B.A., 1979, Missouri; M.A., 1983, SUNY at Stony Brook  
Adjunct Instructor in Sociology

Professor of Law

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Associate Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Siracusa, Frank, B.A., 1960; M.S., 1961, Columbia  
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Professor Emeritus of Business Law

Associate Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Sisson, Patricia A., B.A., 1982, St. Francis; M.A., 1985, Fordham  
Adjunct Instructor in Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Associate Professor of Accounting

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Associate Professor of Communication, Department of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Marketing

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Music

Assistant Professor of Management and General Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Smith, Charles H., B.S., 1968, LaSalle; M.B.A., 1972; Ph.D., 1985, Syracuse  
Associate Professor of Management and General Business

Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Adjunct Associate Professor of Sociology

Smith, Marvin, B.A., 1965; M.S., 1970, Hofstra  
Adjunct Associate Professor of Communication, Department of Audio/Video/Film

Associate Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Smith, Sharon Marie, B.S., 1986, U. of West Indies; M.B.A., 1996, Nova Southeastern  
Special Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation
Adjunct Professor of Accounting/Business Law

Adjunct Instructor in English

Associate Professor of Linguistics; Teaching Fellow in New College

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Special Assistant Professor of Business Computer Information Systems

Solomon, Martin, B.A., 1960, Queens; M.S., 1963, St. John’s
Adjunct Instructor in Spanish

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Professor of Management and General Business; Speaker of the Faculty; Robert F. Dall Distinguished Professor of Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Southwick, Sarah, B.S., 1995, St. Lawrence; M.A., 1997, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Professor Emerita of Chemistry

Spencer, Patricia L., B.M., 1965, Oberlin
Adjunct Associate Professor of Music

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Associate Professor of Law

Adjunct Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Spruill, Sandra, B.A., 1990, Villanova
Adjunct Instructor in English

Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in English

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

St. Angelo, Carol J., B.S., 1981, Mississippi U. for Women, Ph.D., 1988, Cornell
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biology

Stanley, Barbara E., B.S., 1979; M.P.H., 1984, Indiana U.
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Stanton, Robin M., B.A., 1976; M.A., 1980, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Instructor in New College

Adjunct Instructor in History

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor of English

Assistant Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods; Brodlieb Distinguished Professor of Business

Stevens, Lomnie K., B.S., 1978, Hofstra; M.S., 1980; Ph.D., 1983, Oklahoma State
Associate Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Stevens, John J., B.A., 1981, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Instructor in Audio/Video/Film

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Assistant Professor of Management and General Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Library Services

Stratford, Gail M., B.A., 1978; M.A., 1979, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in English

Strothkamp, Ronald, B.S., 1971, CCNY; M. Phil., 1975; Ph.D., 1977, Columbia
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Professor Emerita of Reading
Adjunct Associate Professor of Engineering

Sturmman, Vera, B.A., 1976; M.A., 1978; Ph.D., 1995, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Assistant Professor of German

Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Professor of Law

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Sullivan, Robert E., B.S., 1964, Georgetown U.
Special Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Professor of Law

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Sullivan, Robert E., B.S., 1964, Georgetown U.
Special Assistant Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Audio/Video/Film

Adjunct Associate Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Summers, Marc D., B.A., 1967; M.A., 1968; Ph.D., 1974, Hofstra
Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Instructor in Finance

Adjunct Instructor in Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Associate Professor Emerita of Economics

Adjunct Professor of Economics

Adjunct Associate Professor of Administration and Policy Studies

Sypker, Dorothy, B.A., 1970; M.A., 1975, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Tanacredi, John T., B.S., 1972, Richmond Coll.; M.S., 1974, Hunter; Ph.D., 1988, Polytechnic U.
Adjunct Professor of Engineering

Professor of Psychology

Professor Emeritus of Reading

Tartell, Lottie, B.A., 1947, Manitoba; A.M., 1949, Columbia
Adjunct Associate Professor of Economics

Adjunct Assistant Professor of English

Professor and Chairperson, Department of Literacy Studies

Adjunct Associate Professor of Anthropology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Associate Professor of English

Tennenhbaum, Marcel B.A., 1954, Queens; M.A., 1956; Ph.D., 1969, Columbia
Associate Professor Emeritus of Economics

Tepper, Arthur, B.S., 1968, Brooklyn; M.S., 1971, Columbia
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Adjunct Instructor in French

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Tersigni, Delfina E., B.A., 1990, Adelphi
Adjunct Instructor in Comparative Literature and Languages

Adjunct Professor of Mathematics

Thorn, Linton S., B.A., 1951, Swarthmore; B.Litt., 1954, Oxford
Professor Emeritus of History
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Library Services

Adjunct Instructor in Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Instructor in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Toledano, Henry, B.A., 1959, Wayne State; Ph.D., 1969, Columbia
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Tonra, Patrick, B.A., 1960, St. Francis; M.A., 1962, St. John’s
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Tooker, Bradford J., A.S., 1980, SUNY at Farmingdale; B.S., 1982, Clarkson U.; Ph.D., 1993, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Assistant Professor of Marketing and International Business

Assistant Professor of Sociology/Anthropology

Touhey, Thomas J., B.A., 1985; M.A., 1994, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Instructor in English

Associate Professor of Law

Tracz, Elzbieta, M.S., 1972; Ph.D., 1979, Marie Curie U.
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Special Assistant Professor of Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

Trejls, Normunds, B.A., 1967, Western Michigan
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Trillo, Alex, B.A., 1993, U. of California at Irvine; M.A., 1996, SUNY at Stony Brook
Adjunct Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Library Services

Tvysarev, Sergei, Bacc., 1977, Leningrad (USSR); Ph.D., 1982, VMB Psych. Inst. (USSR)
Associate Professor of Psychology

Tudor, Dovna S., M.S., 1968, U. of Bucharest
Adjunct Instructor in Physics

Tyson, Thomas S., B.A., 1974, SUNY at Oneonta; M.S., 1977; C.W. Post
Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Professor of Psychology; Teaching Fellow in New College

Adjunct Instructor in Psychology

Ullmann, John E., B.S., 1951, U. of London; M.S., 1951; Ph.D., 1959, Columbia
Adjunct Professor Emeritus of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Associate Professor of Music

Assistant Professor of Romance Languages

Associate Professor in School for University Studies

Urgo, Rosetta, B.A., 1975; M.A., 1979, Queens
Adjunct Instructor in Italian

Urburu, Paula M., B.A., 1979; Ph.D., 1983, SUNY at Stony Brook
Associate Professor of English

Associate Professor of Psychology

Adjunct Associate Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Assistant Professor of Sociology

VanEron, Jason T., B.A., 1997, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Biology

Adjunct Associate Professor of Political Science
  Associate Professor of Sociology/Anthropology

Vassalotti, Alfred G., B.S., 1951, Queens; M.S., 1963, Polytechnic Inst.
  Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Vecchiarelli, Theresa A., B.A., 1993, Hofstra
  Adjunct Instructor in Mathematics

  Associate Professor of Law

  Special Assistant Professor of Accounting

  Adjunct Instructor in English

  Adjunct Instructor in Music

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

Viswanathan, K.G., B.E., 1984, Regional Engg. Coll., India;
  Associate Professor of Banking and Finance

Vladimir, Ramjit, B.Sc., 1967, U. of West Indies; M.Sc., 1970, U. of Manchester;
  Adjunct Instructor in Computer Science

Vomacka, Jill E., B.S., 1976, Cortland; M.A., 1980, Adelphi
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health Sciences, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Wachter, Ann-Mari, B.S., 1957, Regional Engg. Coll., India;
  M.B.A., 1979, C.W. Post; Ph.D., 1988, SUNY at Stony Brook
  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Drama and Dance

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Library Services

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

  Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Ward, Lavelle C., B.A., 1972, North Carolina at Wilmington;
  M.A., 1978; Ph.D., 1987, Colorado at Boulder
  Associate Professor of Business Administration

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

  Associate Professor of Management

Waldinger, Barbara, M.S., 1973, Queens; M.A., 1987, Hunter
  Adjunct Assistant Professor in New College

Waldman, Lawrence J. B.A., 1968; M.B.A., 1974, Hofstra; CPA, New York State
  Adjunct Associate Professor of Accounting/Business Law

  Adjunct Associate Professor in New College

  Professor of Law

Wallace, Kathleen A., B.A., 1972, Rosemont; Ph.D., 1983, SUNY at Stony Brook
  Professor of Philosophy

  Associate Professor of History

  Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

  Adjunct Assistant Professor of Health, Physical Education and Recreation

  Adjunct Associate Professor in New College

Ward, Lavelle C., B.A., 1972, North Carolina at Wilmington;
  M.A., 1978; Ph.D., 1987, Colorado at Boulder
  Associate Professor of Business Administration

Wagner, Roselin S., A.B., 1950, Barnard; M.S., 1952, New York;
  Ph.D., 1956, Columbia
  Associate Professor Emerita of Chemistry; Teaching Fellow in New College
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Professor and Chairperson, Department of Health Professions and Family Studies

Weisel, Martha S., B.A., 1967; M.A., 1969, Queens; J.D., 1981, St. John’s  
Associate Professor of Business Law

Adjunct Associate Professor of Health Professions and Family Studies

Weiss, Marysia, B.A., 1972, Lehman; Ph.D., 1978, CUNY  
Professor of Mathematics

Professor of Engineering

Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature and Languages

Adjunct Instructor in Philosophy

Instructor in Political Science

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Associate Professor of Dance

Adjunct Instructor in Marketing and International Business

Adjunct Associate Professor of Fine Arts

White, Harvey, B.S., 1950, New York; M.S., 1957, SUNY at New Paltz; Ph.D., 1963, New York  
Professor of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Professor and Chairperson, Department of Curriculum and Teaching

Adjunct Instructor in Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Wiener, Ariela M., B.S., 1994; M.S., 1995, Queens Coll.  
Adjunct Instructor in Health Studies, Sport Sciences, and Physical Education

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Associate Professor of Economics/Geography

Wilkow, Murray, B.S., 1948, Oswego; M.A., 1949; Ed.D., 1962, Columbia  
Adjunct Professor of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Willens, Howard, B.S., 1954, City Coll. of NY; M.S., 1957, Columbia U.  
Adjunct Associate Professor of Marketing and International Business

Associate Professor of Biology

Williams, Patricia M., B.A., 1977; M.A., 1981; Ph.D., 1986, SUNY at Stony Brook; Cert., 1987, Pace; Cert., 1993, Hofstra  
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology

Wilson, Lucy J., B.S., 1977, SUNY at Plattsburgh; M.S., 1979, Clarkson Coll.; J.D., 1997, St. John’s U.  
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Accounting, Taxation, Business Law

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Political Science

Special Assistant Professor of Business Communication Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Wissner-Gross, Elizabeth S., B.A., 1975, Barnard; M.S., 1976, Columbia  
Adjunct Associate Professor of Journalism and Mass Media Studies

Adjunct Instructor in English

Professor of Geology

Associate Professor of Library Services

Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Adjunct Instructor in Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Assistant Professor of Library Services

Woodbury, Susan C., B.A., 1972, Stonehill Coll.; M.S., 1976, C.W. Post  
Adjunct Instructor in Literacy Studies
Adjunct Instructor in English

Adjunct Instructor in Curriculum and Teaching

Wroblewska, Joanna, B.A., 1997, Hofstra
Adjunct Instructor in Biology

Professor of Mathematics

Adjunct Instructor in Computer Science

Adjunct Instructor in Librany Services

Yellen, David N., B.A., 1979, Princeton; J.D., 1984, Cornell
Professor of Law

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods

Zimmerman, Lee, B.A., 1977; Ph.D., 1984, UCLA
Associate Professor of English

Associate Professor of English

Zito, William, B.S., 1974, Hofstra
Adjunct Associate Professor of Music

Zito, William, B.S., 1974, Hofstra
Adjunct Associate Professor of Music

Adjunct Instructor in Romance Languages and Literatures

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Management and General Business; Marketing

Adjunct Instructor in Political Science

Professor of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Zwirn, Susan, B.A., 1972, Clark; M.A., 1974, Rhode Island School of Design
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Curriculum and Teaching

Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of Banking and Finance

FACULTY ASSOCIATES

Arnow, Gary, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Beck, Mary Jo
Associate in Psychology

Berger, Andrew, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Blumenthal, Norman, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Bushell, Robert, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Capone, Thomas, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Carf, Elizabeth, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

DeMaria, Thomas, Ph.D., 1986, Hofstra
Associate in Psychology

DiGiusepppe, Raymond, Ph.D., 1974, Hofstra
Associate in Psychology

DiMotta, Rodney, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Associate in Psychology

Egan, Frances, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Eisenstadt, Marvin, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Ellis, Albert, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Galante, Renata, Ph.D., 1977, Hofstra
Associate in Psychology

Gavalas, Nicholas, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology
Lennon, Walter, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Associate in Psychology

Associate in Psychology

Millman, Douglas, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Neziroglu, Fugen, B.A., 1974; M.A., 1975; Ph.D., 1977, Hofstra
Associate in Psychology

Associate in Psychology

Associate in Psychology

Associate in Psychology

Rosati, Robert, B.A., 1980, SUNY at Stony Brook; Ph.D., 1985, Hofstra
Associate in Psychology

Rose, Nicholas, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Ross, Joel, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Sanger, Emanuel, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Associate in Psychology

Vassos, Sonya, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Wakslak, Harry, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Weiss, Janet, Ph.D., 1980, Hofstra
Associate in Psychology

Zieher, Wolfgang, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

Zuckman, Leonard, Ph.D.
Associate in Psychology

EMERITI

Ackerman, Carolyn S., B.A., 1938, Hunter; M.A., 1940, Columbia; M.S.L.S., 1966, Palmer Graduate Library School of Long Island
Associate Professor Emerita of Library Services

Adkinson, Bruce, B.A., 1943, Pomona; M.A., 1949, Princeton
Associate Professor Emeritus of Political Science

Agnello, Eugene J., A.B., 1941, SUNY at Albany; Ph.D., 1950, Rochester
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry

Professor Emeritus of Reading

Professor Emeritus of Library Services

Barash, Meyer, B.S.S., 1937, City; M.A., 1938, Columbia
Associate Professor Emeritus of Sociology

Barnes, Leo, B.S.S., 1931, City; A.M., 1933, Brown; Ph.D., 1948, New School for Social Research
Professor Emeritus of Finance

School of Design; M.A., 1962, New York
Assistant Professor Emeritus of Fine Arts

Braun, Robert M., B.A., 1940, New York; M.A., 1941, Columbia
Teachers College; M.B.A., 1948, New York; CPA, 1951, New York State; Ph.D., 1980, New York
Associate Professor Emeritus of Accounting

Professor Emeritus of Educational Administration

State; Ph.D., 1959, Syracuse
Professor Emeritus of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Professor Emeritus of German

Crews, Lois McSloy, B.S., 1929; M.S., 1932, Northwestern
Associate Professor Emerita of Drama and Speech

Professor Emeritus of Curriculum and Teaching

Davison, Robert A., 1939, Ohio Wesleyan; M.A., 1940, Columbia; Ph.D., 1956, New York
Professor Emeritus of History

Professor Emeritus of Music

Professor Emeritus of Engineering

Dunbar, Georgia S., B.A., 1941, Barnard; M.A., 1945; Ph.D., 1953, Columbia
Professor Emerita of English

Professor Emeritus of History

Dykstra, David L., B.E., 1936, River Falls; M.A., 1941, Minnesota; Ph.D., 1951, Wisconsin
Professor Emeritus of History

Easton, Allan, B.S., 1957, Hofstra; Ph.D., 1964, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of Management

Professor Emeritus of Sociology

Felsten, Eveline, B.A., 1949, Hunter; M.A., 1950, Columbia
Associate Professor Emerita of French

Fernandez, Sinesio J., B.A., 1942; Ph.D., 1947, Havana; Ph.D., 1975, New York
Associate Professor Emeritus of Spanish

Formanek, Ruth S., B.S., 1951; M.S., 1958, City; Ph.D., 1962, Vienna
Professor Emerita of Curriculum and Teaching

Professor Emeritus of Fine Arts

Associate Professor Emeritus of English
Giannone, Luigi, Dipl., 1959, Universita di Perugia, Italy; B.S., 1963, Columbia; M.A., 1967; Ph.D., 1979, New York
Associate Professor Emeritus of Italian

Professor Emeritus of Finance

Glaser, Herman, B.A., 1943, Brooklyn; Ph.D., 1950, Johns Hopkins
Professor Emeritus of Physics

Goldberger, Avriel H., B.A., 1949, Pennsylvania; M.A., 1951; Ph.D., 1964, Cornell
Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Goldstein, Stanley P., B.S., 1949, Oklahoma; M.S., 1956, New York; Ph.D., 1969, Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn
Professor Emeritus of Engineering

Greenbaum, Howard H., B.S., 1939, Hunter; M.S., 1945; Ph.D., 1952, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of Architecture

Harper, Paul F., B.A., 1960, Pittsburgh; Ph.D., 1969, Cornell
Professor Emeritus of Political Science

Holmes, Richard R., B.A., 1942, Oberlin; Ph.D., 1950, Minnesota
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry

Hunertberg, Catherine F., B.A., 1948, Hofstra; M.A., 1950, Queens; Ed.D., 1957, Columbia
Professor Emerita of Education

Iezzi, Frank, B.A., 1948, Queens; M.A., 1949; Ph.D., 1954, Wisconsin
Professor Emeritus of Communication

Jackson, George D., B.A., 1953, Harvard; M.A., 1953; Ph.D., 1961, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of History

Professor Emerita of English

Associate Professor Emeritus of Library Services

Associate Professor Emeritus of Biology

Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Knee, David I., B.S., 1956; City; Ph.D., 1962, Massachusetts Inst. of Technology
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Associate Professor Emeritus of History

Lange, Shirley P., B.A., 1943, Hunter; M.A., 1952, Columbia
Associate Professor Emeritus of Psychology; Teaching Fellow in New College

Professor Emeritus of Political Science

Ligon, Mary Gilbert, B.A., 1942; M.S., 1943, Wellesley; Ed.D., 1956, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of Counseling Education

Lord, Howard B., B.A., 1948, Chicago; M.A., 1956, Catholic
Associate Professor Emeritus of Literature

Professor Emeritus of History

Mason, Richard F., B.S., 1950, Boston; M.S., 1952; Ph.D., 1963, Wisconsin
Professor Emeritus of Drama and Dance

Professor Emeritus of English

McCoy, Robert P., A.B., 1950, Michigan; M.S., 1952; Ph.D., 1954, Ohio State
Professor Emeritus of Biology

Professor Emeritus of Counselor Education

Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education

McKnight-Taylor, Mary B.S., 1967, Coppin state; M.Ed., 1969; Ed.D., 1974, Virginia
Professor Emerita of Counseling, Research, Special Education, and Rehabilitation

Meier, Marie A., B.A., 1940, Hunter; M.A., 1941, Columbia; Ph.D., 1947, Maryland
Professor Emeritus of Psychology

Mendelsohn, Fred V., B.S., 1946; M.A., 1950, New York; Ph.D., 1971, St. John’s
Professor Emeritus of Music and Education

Moore, John C., A.B., 1955, Rockhurst; Ph.D., 1960, Johns Hopkins
Professor Emeritus of History

Morgenstern, Anne, B.A., 1928, Hunter; M.S., 1942, City; Ph.D., 1963, New York
Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education

Professor Emeritus of Art History and Humanities

Professor Emeritus of English

Professor Emeritus of Computer Science and Engineering

Professor Emeritus of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Pavlov, Melvin, B.E.E., 1951; M.S., 1954, New York; Ph.D., 1972, Adelphi
Associate Professor Emeritus of Computer Science and Engineering

Porinchak, David D., B.S., 1953, Indiana State; M.Ed., 1955, Pennsylvania State
Professor Emeritus of Fine Arts

Professor Emeritus of Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences

Professor Emeritus of Reading

Rawlinson, John L., B.A., 1942, Oberlin; M.A., 1949; Ph.D., 1959, Harvard
Professor Emeritus of History

Raymond, Beth J., B.S., 1963, Jackson; Ph.D., 1968, New York
Associate Professor Emerita of Psychology

Raywid, Mary Anne, A.B., 1949, North Carolina; M.A., 1950; Ph.D., 1959, Illinois
Professor Emeritus of Administration and Policy Studies

Associate Professor Emeritus of Library Services

Professor Emeritus of Political Science
Rosman, Howard, B.A., 1951; M.A., 1952, SUNY at Albany; Ph.D., 1958, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Professor Emeritus of Management and General Business
Professor Emerita of Reading
Savet, Gabrielle S., Licencie es Lettres, 1932, Sorbonne, Paris; Ph.D., 1957, Columbia
Professor Emerita of French
Professor Emerita of Reading
Professor Emeritus of Law
Associate Professor Emerita of Biology
Scott, Wilbur S., B.A., 1939, Columbia; M.A., 1942; Ph.D., 1943, Princeton
Professor Emeritus of English
Shapiro, David
Professor Emeritus of Fine Arts; Teaching Fellow in New College
Shepherd, David L., B.S., 1941, Maryland State; M.A., 1947; Ed.D., 1954, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of Reading
Associate Professor Emeritus of Drama
Professor Emeritus of Economics
Associate Professor Emeritus of Business Law
Professor Emerita of Chemistry
Stone, Thomas B., A.B., 1941, Milligan; M.S., 1948; Ed.D., 1956, Tennessee
Professor Emeritus of Education
Professor Emeritus of Reading
Professor Emeritus of Management
Associate Professor Emeritus of Economics
Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education
Professor Emeritus of Reading
Tenenbaum, Marcel, B.A., 1954, Queens; M.A., 1956; Ph.D., 1969, Columbia
Associate Professor Emeritus of Economics
Tepper, Albert, Mus.B., 1947; Mus. M., 1948, New England Conservatory of Music; Cert., 1951, Edinburgh; Cert., 1951, Mozarteum
Professor Emeritus of Music
Thorn, Linton S., B.A., 1951, Swarthmore; B.Litt., 1954, Oxford
Professor Emeritus of History
Toledano, Henry, B.A., 1959, Wayne State; Ph.D., 1969, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of Comparative Literature and Languages
Tulin, Miriam, B.S., 1937, St. John’s; Ph.D., 1943, Yale
Professor Emeritus of Drama
Twardosicz, Stanley
Associate Professor Emeritus of Fine Arts
Ullmann, John E., B.Sc., 1948, London; M.S., 1951; Ph.D., 1959, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of Business Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods
VanWart James, A.B., 1948, Middlebury
Professor Emeritus of Drama
Vassalotti, Alfred G., B.S., 1951, Queens; M.S., 1963, Polytechnic Inst.
Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
Professor Emeritus of Accounting
Professor Emeritus of Music
Professor Emeritus of Philosophy; Teaching Fellow in New College
Wagner, Roselin S., A.B., 1950, Barnard; M.S., 1952, New York; Ph.D., 1956, Columbia
Associate Professor Emerita of Chemistry; Teaching Fellow in New College
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
Wattel, Harold L., B.A., 1942, Queens; M.A., 1947, Columbia; Ph.D., 1953, New School of Social Research
Professor Emeritus of Economics
Weiner, Alexander, B.S., 1928, City; M.A., 1935, Columbia
Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
Weissman, Jacob I., A.B., 1935; J.D., 1936, Michigan; Ph.D., 1956, UC at Berkeley
Professor Emeritus of Economics
Wenmyss, Courtney T., A.B., 1947, Swarthmore; Ph.D., 1951, Rutgers
Professor Emeritus of Biology
Professor Emeritus of Special Education and Rehabilitation
Yanowitch, Murray, B.S.S., 1947, CCNY; M.A., 1949; Ph.D., 1960, Columbia
Professor Emeritus of Economics
Associate Professor Emerita of Economics